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To create a community of active eco-conscious 
individuals while closing the loop of neoprene waste 

 
      As reflected in our mission statement, we strive to reduce neoprene in landfills by recycling used
wetsuits into high quality gear and apparel. As we work to close the loop of neoprene waste, our
membership program - which we will further address in later sections- will simultaneously develop a
community of active minded and environmentally conscious individuals.
      We are part of the recycled textile industry - a niche within the Clothing & Accessories industry, as
identified by the VE marketplace. Based in San Juan Capistrano, CA, our firm incorporated as a first
year company on October 17th, 2022. Neo is filed as a C-Corp with a B-Corp certification, reflective of
our commitment to maintain our environmental mission while growing as a young company. Our
products are manufactured in Bulgaria by our partner and wholesaler, Circular Flow, using their
proprietary process. 
      Instead of the traditional 35-44 year old demographic that is heavily targeted by our competitors,
we want to appeal to a younger generation of 18-24 year olds. This younger demographic is more
concerned with social and climate issues, allowing them to resonate with our mission. Their main
limiting factor in buying environmentally friendly products is cost, which we will subsidize through our
membership program. Members have access to unique discounts on bundles and products, along
with a series of benefits (covered on page 13).
      In the short term, we are looking to develop our brand recognition, especially on college
campuses. We plan to collaborate with 5-10 micro influencers, partner with like-minded clubs on
campuses, and begin exploring business to business selling opportunities. In the long term, we seek to
add broader membership benefits (including a secondary reuse market) and join Circular Flow in
their collection of US wetsuits.
       As a startup, Neo secured total initial funding of $1,485,000. However, $1,165,000 of this initial
funding was from our out of network sales contract, which is actively being distributed over a six-
month period. Therefore, as of February 28th, our total assets were $1,449,118, our total liabilities were
$928,328, and our total equity was $520,880. Neo is projected to break even at $3,166,407 in sales
revenue, or approximately 2,247 sales. This places us breaking even in July 2023. This projection is
based on our average revenue per sale of $1,408.70 and our average cost of goods sold per sale of
$651.38. This statistics translate into our gross profit margin of about 53.76%, a margin above industry
average that enables us to break even in a rapid manner. 

 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
      Each year, over 8 thousand tons of wetsuits head to landfills. With
steady annual growth, the global wetsuit market is predicted to exceed
$2 billion dollars in 2022. These statistics are particularly disturbing
given that neoprene waste (wetsuit material) is 100% non-
biodegradable. After six years of research, Circular Flow has developed
proprietary technology that breaks down used wetsuits into sheets of
neoprene. Following lamination, these sheets act much like any other
textile, and can be used to create products. Here at Neo, we have met
and partnered with Circular Flow, which has offered us unique insight
into the recycling process and wholesale price points. 
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CEO - Rachel Warner

https://www.technavio.com/report/wetsuits-market-analysis


Customer Empathy
     After brainstorming these general problems, we
conducted a series of interviews and surveys, asking
about their activewear preferences and familiarity with
the neoprene problem. We adjusted our original
product line ideas to the desires of customers and
discovered that the majority of interested people were
younger. However, despite their excitement, these
younger people were concerned about the prices. This
was the inspiration for our membership discount,
which offers both community and affordability to our
products (see appendix for more on our D4D process).

BUSINESS RATIONALE

Problem Statement   
     The popularity of activewear and outdoor wear has grown rapidly, which can be partially
attributed to the increase in outdoor activities during COVID-19. This recent boom in the
clothing industry has resulted in a 145% spike in sales in the last year. NPR comments on the
popularity of outdoor wear, “data indicates the outdoor apparel category is expected to grow
9.4 percent through 2023, to $217.4 billion.” People are on the search for clothing that allows
them to enjoy the outdoors in addition to active lifestyles. Especially for teenagers and young
adults balancing and academic and social life, people are eager to find more reasonable
community options that are open and accepting. However, despite various options for athletic
apparel, it can be difficult to find companies that meet these needs, while also protecting our
environment - an increasingly relevant factor in people's spending behaviors. 
      In our Design for Delight brainstorming of "problems" we also discovered the issue of
wetsuit waste. Wetsuits, made of neoprene, are 100% non-biodegradable, meaning they will
permanently occupy space in landfills. 
      Looking at these two sets of problems, we began to envision a company that could reduce
neoprene in landfills while addressing consumer desires. To successfully narrow down our
company vision into a specific business model and plan, we utilized a series of interviews and
surveys. 
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Solution Statement
      Bringing our ideas for product line, we researched manufacturers and discovered Circular
Flow, a young company that produced recycled neoprene products. After a zoom meeting with
their company executives, we formulated our startup business model. We sell recycled
neoprene products, including jackets, hoodies and backpacks. These products can then be re-
recycled at the end of life, effectively keeping neoprene out of landfills for the longest possible
time. Our membership program addressed the widespread need for community while offering a
discount on our products (and discounts at partnering programs - see page 11)

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/03/electric-bicycles-sales-growth/


      A significant portion of our marketing budget is allocated to outreach to community colleges and
universities. These campuses allow us to partner with environmental and active-lifestyle college clubs.
College organizations often have a budget for clothing that we hope to capitalize on by offering
branding options and personalized clothes.

     Capitalize on business-to-business selling opportunities. We want to sell to other companies at a
wholesale price. We could also engage in more sales contracts similar to the one with SoCal Surf Shop,
where we can put our products in brick-and-mortar locations. As we grow, we want our products in
larger name-brand stores.

     We hope to develop brand awareness by partnering with 5-10 medium-sized influencers. As
opposed to larger influencers, our influencers are connected to a specific community more
intimately, allowing us to be one of the sole sponsors in these niche markets.

      Similar to a thrift store, we will recollect and offer our used products in a secondary market. This
ensures that we have high customer retention year to year. As we sell more products, we can also expect
our secondary market to grow. This process will be heavily monitored for quality assurance. 

     We will partner with more like-minded organizations to accomplish our goal of adding more benefits
to our membership. Our sales and marketing department are tasked with outreach, including cold
calling, mass emailing, and reaching out via LinkedIn. The membership value will increase over time.

     Neo aims to help Circular Flow expand its wetsuit collection process. We are Circular Flow's first US
partner, and we need to trailblaze the way for other potential partners regarding wetsuit collecting.
This can be achieved by collecting where wetsuits are originally sold.

TARGET COLLEGE CAMPUSES

ESTABLISH A SECONDARY REUSE MARKET (2-3 yrs)

ADD BROADER MEMBERSHIPS

GET INVOLVED IN WETSUIT COLLECTION PROCESS

- GOALS

EXPAND FROM RETAIL

INFLUENCER COLLABORATION

SHORT TERM

LONG TERM

BUSINESS RATIONALE
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Company Overview     
   Neo began its operations in the latter half of Fall 2022, selling recycled neoprene products. We
are based in San Juan Capistrano, California. Located near the beach, this location is optimal
for understanding our target market, which includes coastal regions. Additionally, this
geographical proximity has allowed us to better understand the problem of neoprene waste, as
many locals use and dispose of wetsuits. On October 17th, 2022 we filed as a C-corp but maintain
a B-Corp certification - reflective our environmental mission that we will maintain as we grow.
Using a C-corp structure, we are able to accumulate the maximum amount of initial funding by
investors. We recognize that in the real world, we would likely start as an S-corp or Sole
Proprietorship, growing into a C-corp and filing as a B-Corp. However, in Virtual Enterprise, rather
than taking a few years to grow as a young company and transition, we are given a very limited
time frame of 9 months. With this understanding, we decided our central mission of
environmental aid was key, and chose to file as a B-corp. With this, we are committed to creating
a positive impact in the world around us. We fulfill this through our recycled products and
membership program, which encourages members to get involved with other environmental
organizations. This positive impact also extends beyond our customers to our business structure
itself; we prioritize employee feedback and well being and only partner with sustainable,
responsible businesses.
     We fall within the recycled textile industry, which is a niche of the Clothing and Accessories
industry, as identified on the VE marketplace. We sell a variety of products made from recycled
neoprene, including hoodies, jackets, snow gear, yoga mats and tote bags (manufactured by our
wholesale partner, Circular Flow, in their Bulgarian factories). In addition to these individual
products, we offer bundled packages, which receive higher discounts when purchased with a
membership. Our memberships a one time payment of $100, and include a series of benefits
(including a 20% discount on our bundles, $200 off an Ikon Ski Pass, $50 off a Lifetime Gym
Membership and 10% off annual national parks pass).

ABOUT THE BUSINESS

Mission Statement
     We aim to create a community of active eco-conscious
individuals while closing the loop of neoprene waste.

Organization - Structure
    With more than 25 employees, we utilize a functional
organization, directing weekly leadership meetings. After
collaborating and delegating company responsibilities at
these leadership meetings, we employ department
meetings and Canvas to manage company workflow. In the
hiring process, we prioritize the applicant’s qualifications and
how they best fit into our company culture. Following the
initial positional and sales trainings, we continue developing
employees through our quarterly 360 reviews.
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Organization - Key Roles  
 Our key leadership positions can
be seen in this flow chart. 

Rachel Warner, CEO is responsible
for running our leadership
meetings, setting company task
goals, and tracking our deadlines. 

Joel Alex Bryan, COO facilitates
work between the departments
and handles logistical scheduling,
such as trade show sign ups.

Alex Piil, CFO oversees the
financial department and works  

ABOUT THE BUSINESS- TEAM

with our Vice President of Finance, Jack Kovacs, to manage company finances. This
includes  paying bills, Business Plan finances, and providing input on company decisions
from a finance perspective.

Wyatt Harris, CMO is responsible for our company's marketing strategies. In our day to day
operations, Wyatt facilitates company innovation, generating new ideas for marketing,
branding, collaborations and social media.

Max Wright, CTO updates our website with notable changes and leads the IT department
through product design and other company design activities. 

Riley Rojo, CHR directs the monthly newsletter creation
and oversees HR in their coordination of company
events, working to boost morale.

Aside from these individual responsibilities, each leader,
including Vice Presidents, are required to attend weekly
leadership meetings. They then direct weekly
department meetings to allocate tasks, set
expectations for the week and answer any questions. Monday Leadership Meeting
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SWOT 

Strengths
Neo’s main strengths are derived from our
eco-friendly product line which boasts a
collection of 70% or more recycled
neoprene. As a privately owned company,
with few angel investors, we can still
maintain creative liberty and can
continue to develop Neo’s image in a way
we see fit.

Threats
One major threat is our international
manufacturer in Bulgaria, which may be
subjected to shipping delays. Fortunately,
Circular Flow is opening a domestic
manufacturing facility in the US by Q3 of
2023. We also have to share our market
with many other companies with similar
products and mission statements. We hope
to differentiate ourselves by being one of
the only clothing companies utilizing
recycled neoprene and our membership
benefits.

Weaknesses
While recycled neoprene is less versatile than
virgin neoprene due to reduced elasticity,
designing products by working closely with
Circular Flow ensures that our products are
still functional. As a small start-up in the large
active outdoor clothing market, we are still
trying to develop our brand recognition so we
can become a household name.

Opportunities
As previously stated, our membership benefits
are one of our biggest opportunities that could
attract customers that are not even interested
in our products. We want to expand access to
the environment by lowering barriers to entry
through our $100 dollar membership. This
membership includes numerous perks (see
appendix or Products page). This is made
possible through partnerships with like-
minded companies.
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EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

Real World Competitors
      Many companies such as Cotopaxi (athletic wear) and Vuori (athleisure wear)
specialize in the active outdoor space. Neo shares many similarities with our competitors,
including offering eco-friendly products, specializing in quality high-end gear, and
providing a wide range of products.  However, Neo is one of the first companies to utilize
recycled neoprene in its clothing and we are also able to differentiate ourselves by our
community focus. As you can see, we share many similarities with Patagonia, and we seek
to use their experience and success as a guide for our growth. Patagonia has done
remarkable work over the years, developing a strong customer loyalty among a broad
spectrum of customers. Here at Neo, we hope to focus on a niche, with one standard
material in all of our products, recycled  neoprene. In order to develop our own customer
loyalty, we will prioritize the development of a strong community through our lifetime
membership program.

Virtual Competitors
      Within the constraints of Virtual Enterprise, few direct competitors cater to our target
market. Brime, one of our main competitors, has a community focus and offers eco-
friendly products. Prisma is another one of our main competitors but only offers eco-
friendly products. Fortunately, our active and outdoor lines allow us to differentiate
ourselves from both of these competitors.

Competitive Analysis
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     Here at Neo, extensive research was
conducted to ensure that not only
customer needs were met, but
economic conditions were considered.
With this, we found that following the
pandemic, we are amidst unique social
and economic conditions. Neo aims to
satisfy the wants of turning to outdoor
entertainment by providing active
apparel. Aside from boredom, the
pandemic contributed to shortages
and supply problems. While these
issues led to a decrease in GDP in 2020,
GDP has mainly recovered since then.
These past months have demonstrated
the first sign of a long-expected
improvement in monthly inflation
reports that should bring the rate down
to a little above 3% by the end of this
year. The unemployment rate is also at
an all-time low. However, with the
combination of the job market cooling,
stocks lowering, high-interest rates, and
dropping consumer demand, most
experts agree that a recession is in our
near future. In addition, significant bank
closures have left both consumers and
economists wary of the future of the
American economy and even the
global economy. 
     Fortunately, Neo’s membership
makes our products more affordable
with discounts and gives the
opportunity for consumers to enjoy the
environment, even through an
economic decline. We will further
address the risk of economic decline on
page 16.

 
 

EXTERNAL  ENVIRONMENT

Current Economic Conditions
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EXTERNAL  ENVIRONMENT

Industry Analysis - Real and Virtual   
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     The clothing industry the year before Covid-19
hit was growing exponentially and had a steady
growth predicted to continue through the next
few years. However, in 2020 the (real world)
clothing market took a dip, as the pandemic had
devastating effects for all markets. Despite this,
the clothing market has grown tremendously
since then and is on a steady path to grow until
the year 2027. This year the clothing industry is
expected to reach 1.74 Trillion dollars, while in
2020 the market was at a low of 
1.4 Trillion dollars. This growth is great news for
our business, as we enter the industry, we can
be confident that there is still room to
capitalize.
     However, the growth of the market has also
led to an increase in companies and
competitors. One of the dominant players in
the active retail market is Patagonia. As
mentioned on page 7, we strive to use
Patagonia's success as a guide for our growth,
prioritizing company loyalty through our
membership program. Other competitors

     This year, in the clothing and accessories category, according to the VE marketplace
insights, the average sale per unit is $1,928 while our company’s average sale is lower at only
$1,309.32. However, we more than make up for it by increasing our amount of transactions.
Companies in the clothing and accessories category make an average of about 281
transactions while we have 397 total transactions. This gives companies in the category an
average of $342,576 in revenue and gives us an revenue of $519,800. By prioritizing sales
volume over price of sale, we have not only increased our overall revenue, but developed a
broader customer base. In the future months and years, these customers will be vital to
attracting brand partners to add value to our membership benefits.

like Vuori and Cotopaxi (real world competitors) and Brine and Prisma (virtual world
competitors) are also positioned within this retail industry. However, as we mentioned on
page 7, we strive to differentiate ourselves through our environmental mission and
community focus. 



   Our target market has been identified as
middle-class and upper-class people, focused
on outdoor activities and those that are
environmentally conscious, between the ages
of 18-24 (primary) and 35-44 (secondary).
This market is made up of individuals with a
discretionary income, and within that market,
those that lead active lifestyles and prioritize
environmental sustainability. Neo is based out
of California; therefore, our geographic market
comprises individuals residing on the west
coast in addition to those living in the
northeast, due to our array of winter weather
merchandise. Here at Neo, we designed our
membership around our customers interests,
which ultimately allows for us to direct our
marketing efforts to focus on the different
niches of our target market.

TARGET MARKET
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     Studies and cultural behavior have revealed that
younger generations typically care more about the
environment. For example, the 2021 Global Sustainability
study revealed that about 40% of Gen Z and Millennials
would be willing to pay for sustainability, compared to
only about 26% of Baby Boomers. Based on this study
and similar findings in our own Design for Delight
interviews, we selected the primary age range of 18-24;
an advantageously young target market that will
resonate more firmly with our environmental mission.
However, we also recognize that recycled products are
inherently more expensive. Based on this, we seek to
target middle to upper class, who will be willing and
able to pay for sustainability (we will further address
the risks of higher pricing on page 16). 
     Using these key demographics, we have crafted a
customer profile to use as a reference for marketing
strategies and ideation. 

Market Segmentation



10% off of all individual Neo products 
20% off all Neo bundles
$200 off Ikon ski pass
10% off annual national parks pass 
Access to limited collabs and drops
$50 off Lifetime Gym Membership

Products
     Around 35 million people surf each year,
making it one of the most popular sports in
the world; our product line takes advantage
of this wasted neoprene through the
recycling breakdown process. Each of our
products are made by our wholesaler,
Circular Flow, in their Belgium factories.
Using these independent products, we
create interest-based bundles (as shown in
the appendix). Aside from these products,
we offer a lifetime membership. Members
have access to the following benefits:

     In the future, we seek to add more
membership benefits by partnering with
like-minded organizations. These varying
benefits allow us to market our
memberships by targeting each customer’s
personal interest. For example, we will
highlight the discounted Ikon ski pass to
customers who typically enjoy snow-based
activities.

Pricing
In addition to our keystone jacket (viewable
on the following page, we offer numerous
other recycled neoprene products. We have
13 independent products available:

Yoga Mat: $100
Tote: $100
Running Socks: $55
Hat: $45
Backpack: $140
Jacket: $425
Hoodie: $250
Vest: $225
Gloves: $50
Athletic Shorts: $95

These products are grouped into interest-
based bundles (viewable in appendix). The
pricing of each bundle is discounted by 10
percent, offering customers incentive to
purchase these packages. Additionally, our
membership does, priced at $100,  offers 20%
off all Neo bundles (an additional 10% stacked
on the bundle discount).

MARKETING MIX
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MARKETING MIX

Product Breakdown - Signature Jacket
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Breathable Zippers

 

Recycled Polyester Outer Layer
Goose Down Fill
Recycled Neoprene Insulated Liner 

Pictured is Neo's first product that has led to the creation of both our outdoor and active
lines. As with all of our products, our signature jacket is made from 100% sustainable
materials with a focus on reusing old wetsuits. The recycled neoprene-insulated liner and
zippers are derived from past-worn wetsuits. The closed-cell double-insulated properties
of recycled neoprene allow the user to stay warm while blocking the wind. Other
sustainable materials such as recycled polyester or rPet are made from plastic water
bottles. Our goose-down fill is ethically sourced from a fair trade supplier that works with
Circular Flow. The consumer was kept in mind during the design process, so we equipped
the jacket with zippable air vents that transition this extreme-weather jacket to an
everyday coat.



Placement
   Neo predominantly sells products through
eCommerce on our website and Virtual Enterprise
trade shows. Ages 20-30 make up 20% of online
shoppers; since this is Neo’s approximate target
market, our website is an ideal source to market and
sell through. Once the products are manufactured
by Circular Flow, they’re branded and shipped to the
customer within 5 business days using UPS (shipping
is included in the purchase price). In addition to our
website, VE hosted trade shows provide an
opportunity for real-life connections with customers
and a chance to showcase our products live.

 

Positioning
   We work in the recycled textile sector, which
is a subset of the Clothing and Accessories
Industry, as recognized by the VE marketplace.
Recognizing that it can be challenging to stand
out in an overly saturated industry, we have
created a unique sub-sector within this
market; environmentally, neoprene-based
apparel. Our ambition is to portray Neo as a
reliable company that values both innovative
fashion design and environmental
sustainability. Currently, we are operating as
the only all neoprene company of this sub-
industry; thus, when sustainable neoprene
apparel is mentioned, Neo will be the first
company that comes to mind, making our
sub-industry and our brand synonymous.

MARKETING MIX

Trade Show Booth 
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Promotion
Neo plans to implement several marketing
strategies throughout the year. We will
utilize the use of our user-generated
content, college promo days, and our social
media to attract customers, building a
stronger community. Our company
allocates a percentage of our monthly
marketing budget to our several difference
marketing approaches. 
User-generated content - involves
encouraging customers to create and
share their own content, such as reviews,
testimonials, photos, or videos. Our
company will utilize user-generated content
as a powerful tool for building trust and
credibility with potential customers. We
encourage our customers to use the
hashtag #neoproud, to engage in our
online communities. Also, user-generated
content can be beneficial to our company's
goal of increasing engagement and
establishing a strong sense of community
for our customers. 

 
 

 
College Promo Days - We target student
organizations/campus groups that align with
our brand's values through college
promotion days. For example, we will seek
out snowboarding/skiing clubs to partner
with, offering wholesale discounts on those
respective products. This product placement
will be vital to expanding brand awareness
among our target demographic. 
Social media promotion (ads and show
marketing budget) - Through our social
media pages, we engage with our
customers by posting weekly interactive
questions that all can participate in. Similar
to our college promo days, we also plan to
partner with micro influencers, especially
those on college campuses. These are less
expensive than macro-influencers, but their
follower loyalty is often quite high, which
should increase our sales and brand
awareness.

MARKETING MIX

Trial Promo Day
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Promotional Events
33.3%

Instagram
22.2%

Google Search
16.7%

College Promo Days
11.1%

TikTok
8.3%

LinkedIn
8.3%

Neo plans to implement
several marketing
strategies throughout the
year. We will utilize the use
of our user-generated
content, college promo
days, and our social media
to attract customers,
building a stronger
community. Our company
allocates a percentage of
our monthly marketing
budget to our several
difference marketing
approaches.

ADDITIONAL MARKETING INFO 

Neo has taken the necessary steps to
effectively create an environmental community
through partnering with companies with similar
goals and mission statements. This process
includes initial outreach, finding a point-of-
contact, and regular meetings to bolster
established partnerships. Our partnerships as of
now include the Alterra Mountain Company,
the National Park Service, and Lifetime. These
partnerships are responsible for our available
member benefits such as discounts on an Ikon
ski passes, national park passes, and a Lifetime
membership. We hope to create new
partnerships in the future which adds to our
existing community. Our members can expect
the value of our membership to increase over
time as we can offer new perks and benefits. In
addition, we have followed a similar process to
develop our partnership with Circular Flow, who
serves as our wholesale partner.

MONTHLY TOTAL:

$9,000

Marketing Budget

Partnerships

Zoom meeting with partner, Circular Flow
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Business Risks 
   Recycled neoprene is more expensive than virgin neoprene, making our recycled
products more expensive. Neo faces the risk that our higher prices will deter customers
from purchasing our products; if these higher prices were to create an unexpected pattern
in consumer behavior, Neo faces the risk that target growth and sales projections would not
be met. However, despite these higher prices, our lifetime membership offers a 20%
discount on bundles and 10% discount off individuals products. To become a member,
customers pay $100 one-time, making this option particularly attractive to bundle shoppers
(for example, rather than pay $4,260 for the Snow Bundle alone, a customer could purchase
a membership and Snow Bundle, totaling $3,508 - this customer has saved $700 and will
now retain access to other membership benefits for life). Additionally, recent studies
(including the 2021 Global Sustainability Study) have shown that, on average, consumers
are willing to pay 30% to 40% more for environmentally responsible products. More
specifically, these studies have revealed a generational gap: while 42% of Millennials
willingly pay for sustainability, only around 26% of Baby Boomers fell into this category. We
capitalize on these statistics by primarily targeting the younger generations - not only do
they generally care more about the environment, they are willing to pay more to preserve it.
To fully take advantage of this, we plan to heavily emphasize our environmental aspects
throughout our marketing campaigns. 

 
 

 
     In addition to our higher prices, the looming threat of recession also
poses a risk to our company. Similarly to higher prices, a recession has the
potential to disturb sales projections and customer acquisition rates.
However, we target middle to upper class, whose higher disposable
income will give them the flexibility to continue spending, even during a
recession. Additionally, our products maintain high utility, which
decreases the probability that our products (and similar athletic
gear/apparel products) will be hit in consumer budget cuts. Despite these
initial precautions, we recognize a recession would still have the potential
to harm our business revenue and profitability, especially during the
recessionary quarters. In response, we may adjust our marketing
strategies to focus on partnerships and business to business sales.      
       Within the last few years, political tension, port bottlenecks and lockdowns have led to
an unpredictability within supply chains and a record number of shipping delays.
These global disruptions and shipping delays also pose a risk to our company. However,
we have worked to minimize these by partnering with a UK based firm, which has had
comparatively less shipping delays in recent years. Additionally, our wholesale partner -
Circular Flow- plans to have US domestic manufacturing by the year 2024; this
transition will dramatically reduce our threat of international unpredictability

 

BUSINESS RISKS
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As of February 28th, our total assets were
$1,449,118.28 which consists of cash, bank 
accounts, and accounts receivable. This 
means the total liabilities and 
stockholders' equity are also 
$1,449,118.28, which includes $928,238.30 
of liabilities and $520,879.98 of equity. 
Our equity consists of 17,000 shares of 
common stock, which have increased in 
value since they were first issued. The sum 
of our equity and liabilities is equal to our 
total assets meaning our sheet is 
balanced. 

Over the past four months, Neo’s balance 
sheet has greatly improved, showing a 
strong increase in assets and a decrease 
in liabilities. This demonstrates our 
financial stability and ability to effectively 
manage our resources, providing a solid 
foundation for future growth and success. 

In our accounts payable we are still 
working with our finance team to 
complete ongoing bill payment. Our 
accounts receivable is also still high due 
to our out of network sales contract with 
SoCal Surf Shop, which is being fulfilled 
over the span of six-months.

FINANCE: BALANCE SHEET
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Our total sales revenue from the 2nd half 
of October 2022 to February 28, 2023 was 
$1,341,535.29. In the past four months, we 
participated in five trade shows, two 
online and three in-person. At these three 
trade shows, we earned $ $519,800.22 in 
gross revenue. We also obtained an out- 
of-network contract with SoCal Surf 
Shop totaling $1,165,000, or $194,166.67 
per month over the course of six months. 
We also have brought in $45,068.40 in 
gross revenue from our website. In the 
future, we plan on working with college 
clubs as well as creating new business- 
to-business partnerships in addition to 
continuing our website and trade show 
sales. As a result of these successful 
numbers, we exceeded our sales 
projections for the months of November, 
December, January, and February. We 
predicted that we would make 139 sales 
by the end of November, 316 sales by the 
end of December, 591 sales by the end of 
January, and 866 sales by the end of 
February. Our November sales came to 
198, sales by the end of December 502, 
sales by the end of January 750, and 
sales by the end of February 952. We 
have since adjusted our sales 
projections accordingly on a month by 
month basis. The projections seen on the 
charts are based on the trade show 
schedule for each month, real-world 
month-by-month shopping trends, along 
with a typical sales-growth model, 
creating a dynamic and highly accurate 
projection method.
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 Neo began the fiscal year with 
$20,000 in seed money. We later 
received a small business loan of 
$150,000 at an annual interest rate 
of 7.25%. We were able to complete 
an out of network sales contract 
with SoCal Surf Shop which is 
providing our company with 
$1,165,000 spread throughout the 
fiscal year. The last piece of
investment money we received is 
from our Angel Investors. Neo 
received $50,000 each from 
Capital Group Companies Global, 
DTG Connection, and Village 
Capital for a total of $150,000. As 
previously mentioned, in 
November, Neo signed a deal with
SoCal Surf Shop and negotiated an 
Out-of-Network Sales Contract that 
will bring in $1,165,000 over a 6 
month period. This is a key 
partnership for us in the Southern 
California region and will assist us
in gaining brand recognition in 
addition to profit. Trade shows 
enable us to produce more in- 
person sales via bundles of our 
products and Neo memberships. 
Trade shows bolster our profit 
margins and sales respectively, 
and are a key component in our 
plan to meet our projected sales by 
the end of April. As we increase 
revenue, we will expand our 
marketing budget in order to 
reach more individuals and 
increase brand recognition. 
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Our break-even point in sales is $3,166,407 
and we need to make 2,248 sales. This 
projects us to break-even in July 2023. Our 
average revenue per sale is $1,408.70 and 
our average cost of goods sold per sale is 
$651.38. This makes our gross profit margin 
about 53.76%, which puts us ahead of the 
industry average. We have also taken into 
consideration our operating expenses for this 
break even analysis, and have projected 
these numbers, based on both our expenses 
thus far as well as past Virtual Enterprise firms’ 
performance. By the end of the fiscal year of 
4/30/2023 we expect to have $865,812.19  in 
operating expenses. We have 27 employees in 
our firm so we had to purchase 27 computers, 
desks, and chairs, along with other small 
office supplies. Our largest expense will be 
our salaries, followed by our advertising. Our 
salaries have been relatively high for a startup 
firm due to the number of employees that we 
currently have. A regular start up company 
does not have 25 employees so VEI 
recognizes this and balances it out via the 
out-of-network sales contract. We recognize 
that in the real world, a startup with 25 
employees is unsustainable.
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DESIGN FOR DELIGHT
 
 
 

IV

 
Follow Me Home: We conducted interviews with
students, parents, and grandparents to find out
how active they were
Deep Probing Interviews: We followed up with
active people to ask if there were any flaws in
their current wear
Customer Problem Statement: There needs to be
a community of like-minded individuals that they
could be a part of
Brainstorming: We split off into groups to figure
out multiple ideas for creating an environmental
community
7 To Get 1: We came up with non-profits,
regenerative farming initiatives, carbon credit
consulting, a venture capitalist firm that
specialized in sustainable businesses, extreme
sports, water sports, and active/outdoor wear
2x2 Narrowing: We narrowed it down to recycling
wetsuits to make outdoor and active clothing
Storyboard: See Below
100 Point Narrowing: We created a google
jamboard to utilize the point process.
Leap Of Faith Assumption: Recycled neoprene
serves as an appealing form of clothing and we
could create a community centered around it
Prototyping: We tried out different community
models, including memberships
Rapid Experimentation: We sent google forms to
our target audience to see if our prototype was
viable.
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INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS:
 
 

Secondary Reuse market
Partner with like-minded
organizations and nonprofits
to offer discounts at a
variety of other stores

Future Benefits:
10% off of all Neo individual products
20% off Neo bundles
$200 off Ikon ski pass
$50 off Lifetime Gym membership
10% off annual national part pass
Access to limited collabs and drops

Current Membership Benefits:

BUNDLES:
 
 

V

YOGA MAT: $100              
 TOTE: $100
RUNNING SOCKS: $55
HAT: $45
ATHLETIC SHORTS: $95

BACKPACK: $140
JACKET: $425
HOODIE: $250
GLOVES: $50
CAP: $30
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